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Abstract

Neural attentional sequence-to-sequence models
hold the promise of being able to produce high
quality extractive summaries. In this paper, we
begin by training the standard seq2seq with at-
tention model, extend it with ideas from Paulus
et al, Nallapati et al, in order to explore the effect
on model’s performance. In particular, we im-
plement intra-decoder attention to reduce repeti-
tions. We also train a network modified to include
a pointer generator network to allow the model
to copy from the source sequence. We further de-
velop a modified bottom-up abstractive summa-
rization pipeline that is inspired by style transfer
in computer vision. Finally, we train a model
with hierarchical attention in order to model the
source documents at both the word and sentence
level.

Introduction

In our paper, we aim to produce intelligible, ab-
stractive summaries of short news articles. We used
the Gigaword dataset. The traditional deep learn-
ing approach to this task mirrors that of neural ma-
chine translation. In this approach, the problem is
posed as a sequence-to-sequence problem, and an
encoder/decoder network with attention is typically
used to generate the summaries. We use this basic
model as our baseline and then attempt to address
some of its shortcomings by training/implementing
(1) pointer generator network, (2) intra-decoder at-
tention, (3) Hierarchical Attention, and (4) Bottom
up summarization with modified neural style trans-
fer

Baseline: Seq2seq with Attention
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Intra-Decoder Attention

Figure 1: How intra-decoder attention fits into the baseline
seq2seq model.

Pointer Generator Network

It helps solve the OOV and factual error problems.
To do this, it is equipped with a switch that decides
between using the generator or a pointer at every
time step at the probability:
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where xt is the decoder input, σ is the sigmoid func-
tion, vectors wh∗, ws, wx and scalar bptr are learnable
parameters. The final distribution for the output
word is:

p(w) = pgenpvocab(w) + (1 − pgen) ∑
i:wi=w

ati (5)
For an OOV word, pvocab = 0, so we end up pointing
to source document.

Bottom up Summarization

Figure 2: A flow Diagram Showing how our Bottom Up model
works

Hierarchical Attention

Figure 3: A schematic of how hierarchical attention works.

It calculates word-level attention using the first en-
coder, and sentence-level attention using second en-
coder. Word level attention is then re-weighted by
corresponding sentence level attention as follows:
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Results

Figure 4: ROUGE F1 scores

Analysis

High Quality Summary Output
Pointer Generator

S: charles kennedy , leader of britain ’s
third-ranked liberal democrats , announced

saturday he was quitting with immediate effect and
would not stand in a new leadership election . us
president george w. bush on saturday called for

extending tax cuts adopted in his first term , which
he said had bolstered economic growth .

T: leader of britain ’s third political party quits
P: charles kennedy announces resignation

Low Quality Summary Output
Bottom-up Summarization

S: at least two people have tested positive for the
bird flu virus in eastern turkey , health minister
recep akdag told a news conference wednesday .

T: two test positive for bird flu virus in Turkey....
P: new zealand tests positive for bird flu
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